ABOUT OURWORK

REINVESTING IN WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
RESTORING NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

One World One Water is a consortium of water experts working to improve the quality and efficiency of our global water systems
and resources. As project managers, we bridge gaps between engineering/science and policy/decision-making fields. We tailor
projects to fit executive needs while considering the roles of community and/or end users.
As technical staff, we can offer support to an already established team, company, or organization on an as-needed basis. We fulfil
your temporary requirements for additional horsepower and resources by seamlessly joining and working within the parameters of
an existing structure. We build teams with expertise specific to your project, but the following are a few of our most popular in-house
services:
• Water Resources Management
• Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
• Watershed Analysis

WHEREWE WORK

• Water Infrastructure Management
• GPS Data Collection, Map Generation
• Aerial Imagery & Lidar Analysis
• Community Mapping & Spatial Planning
Training & Community Engagement
• Facilitation & Meeting Planning
• Policy Analysis
• Rainwater Catchment Design
• Water Audits
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Owner Profile
Company Founder and Director Christin Reynolds is a specialist in coastal and water management issues with
expertise in policy, engineering, mapping, and modeling. Christin has over a decade of professional experience in
Geographic Information Systems, water resources, project management, engineering, and facilitation. Christin holds a
Master's Degree in Engineering and Policy Analysis from the Technische Universiteit Delft in the Netherlands and the
Harbin Institute in China, and a Bachelor's Degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute in Massachusetts.
Staff and Partner Profile
The staff of One World One Water have experience in a variety of topics including Geographic Information Systems, policy analysis,
wetland restoration, coastal remediation, sustainable development, and public relations. We frequently team with experts in
Engineering, Policy Analysis, Research, Communications, Stormwater Design and Management, Coastal Engineering, Geospatal
Database Design and Development, Graphic Design and Social Sciences. We have a large network throughout the pacific region
and thrive through collaboration.

